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Abstract—A pulsed photoconductive THz source is presented
that is able to radiate mW-level average power, over a large
bandwidth by exploiting both the optical and electrical properties
of photoconductive sources and the ultra-wideband properties
of connected antenna arrays. An optical system composed of a
micro-lenses array splits the laser beam into N × N spots that
host the active excitation of the antenna arrays. An “ad hoc”
network is introduced to bias the array active spots in order to
implement a connected antenna array configuration. The array
feeds a silicon lens to increase the directivity of the radiated
THz beam. A dipole and a slot array are designed. Prototypes
have been fabricated and measured. Power and spectrum mea-
surements of the prototypes are in excellent agreement with the
expected results. The proposed solutions achieve excellent power
radiation levels by exploiting accurate electromagnetic design.
Thus they can offer enhancements to any active system relying
on pulsed photoconductive antennas.
Index Terms—Photoconductivity, THz photoconductive anten-
nas, THz radiated power, THz sources, THz technology, THz
time-domain measurements, connected arrays, ultra-wideband
arrays.
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I. INTRODUCTION
THe emergence of a large variety of applications, for THztechnology in recent years [1]–[13], has been driven
by the availability of photoconductive antennas (PCAs) that
have provided power up to THz frequencies at relatively low
cost, [1]–[3], [14]–[17], thanks to several breakthroughs in
photonics, and semiconductor technology [18]–[24]. PCAs are
a combination of THz antennas and semiconductor materials
driven by optical laser sources, that exploit photoconductivity
to radiate power over large bandwidths, reaching THz fre-
quencies. Currently, the power radiated by these devices is
limited by the high dispersivity and poor radiation efficiency
of the existing PCA designs [25]. These bottlenecks render
the integration time to detect the THz signal longer than really
necessary and, as a consequence, these devices are limited to
short-range applications (e.g. spectroscopy). Alternative solu-
tions for radiating high level power in the submillimeter band
have been developed in the last decades [26]. In particular,
hundredths of mW have been recently obtained resorting to
frequency multipliers in conjunction with microwave sources,
[27]. However, these are tunable continuous wave solutions,
which do not generate broadband pulses.
The maximum power emitted by a single PCA is limited by:
the maximum value of biasing voltage applied to the material,
which can lead to the failure of the substrate material if it
exceeds the voltage breakdown; and the maximum laser power
that can cause a thermal failure of the device. Moreover, even
before failure, large amounts of laser power and/or a high bias
voltage lead to the saturation of the photocurrent [28]–[30],
limiting the available power of the device. In order to increase
the available radiated THz power, various PCA array structures
have been proposed in the recent years [31]–[40]. However,
all these technological solutions are electromagnetically inef-
ficient when they operate over wide bandwidths in a pulsed
system. This is because they all rely on array arrangements of
electrically short radiating elements [41].
In this work, we describe the design and the analysis of a
connected array of photoconductive sources (PCCA), which
was presented for the first time in [42]. A connected array of
photoconductive sources can be viewed as a modification of
a connected array antenna [43]–[49], which is characterized
by an intrinsic wideband radiation performance. This property
makes connected array of sources suitable to efficiently radi-
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ate the wideband pulses generated in the optically pumped
photoconductive gaps [41]. The designs, presented in this
paper, target at large submillimiter wavelength bandwidth (the
measured energy spectrum covers a bandwidth at -5dB from
0.1 THz to 0.6 THz). In this bandwidth the proposed solution
presents clean radiation patterns and high radiation efficiency.
The paper is structured as follows: Section II discusses
the implementation of the connected array structure for pho-
toconductive antennas; Section III describes the design, the
manufacturing, and the assembling processes of the array
prototypes; Section IV describes the measurement setup used
for the characterization of the prototypes; Section V is dedi-
cated to the electromagnetic dispersion analysis and the power
budget of the proposed PCCA designs and the Quasi-Optical
(QO) system of the measurement setup; Section VI presents
the power and energy spectral density measurement of the
prototypes, and the relevant comparisons against the theoret-
ical results. Finally, Section VII discusses some concluding
remarks. Additionally, Appendix A presents the procedure
used to estimate the focusing performance of the optical
system of the PCCA; and Appendix B summarizes the method
for evaluating the energy spectral density generated by the
photoconductive array.
II. ARCHITECTURE OF A PCCA BASED SOURCE
The proposed photo-source architecture is shown in Fig.
1(a). The design of a pulsed PCCA source involves two
components: the connected array which includes the biasing
network; and the optical system used to excite the photocon-
ductive gaps of the array cells, Figs. 1(b)–1(c). The optical
system consists of a micro-lenses array, which splits the laser
beam, and focuses a portion of the beam on each gap of
the array. The connected array structure has two functions:
biasing and wideband radiation at THz frequencies. For the
biasing function, it uses a connected biasing network that
feeds the gaps in series, providing the bias voltage at each
array cell to accelerate the free carriers excited by the optical
pulses absorbed in the semiconductor. At THz frequencies, the
connected array radiates the EM energy associated to these
transient electric currents. The array is coupled to a dielectric
silicon lens to increase the antenna directivity of the THz
radiation. In the following subsections each component of the
antenna system will be discussed.
A. Biasing Network
Typically, photoconductive array use an interdigitated struc-
ture for implementing the biasing network of the array (Fig.
2(a)). Indeed, this arrangement is encountered in [31]–[33],
[50], where the authors used the interdigitated electrode
structure over a large photoconductive area. The structure
effectively realized an array of dipoles. However, when the
interdigitated fingers of the electrodes are biased, the electric
field direction between successive fingers is opposite and,
when illuminated, the biasing induces dipoles with opposite
orientations between them. Consequently, the fields radiated
by opposite dipoles cancel each other in the array antenna far-
field region. In order to avoid such a destructive interference,
Figure 1. Structure of the photoconductive connected array: a) general view
of the system structure, b) view of the connected array and its excitation
optical network, and c) view of the cell excitation.
a second metallization (mask), which is electrically insulated
from that of the electrodes, is used. This prevents the excitation
of the photoconductive material between two consecutive
fingers and leads to a distribution of dipoles which are oriented
in the same direction on all the array surface (Fig. 2(a)). An
alternative solution adopted in [34], [37], [38] is to etch away
the photoconductive material in the alternating regions. Both
these solutions have the drawback that not all the optical power
is used in exciting the photoconductive array; part is reflected
by the masking metallizations or it does not excite free
charges in the regions where the photoconductor is removed.
To mitigate this problem, an array of micro-lenses can be
used to only illuminate alternate gaps between the biasing
fingers [35]. With this method, the laser power is focused
for exciting the photoconductor material and a unidirectional
dipoles excitation is induced without the necessity of any
additional masking layer or photoconductor removal. More
recently, in [40] the authors proposed an array solution similar
to the large interdigitated array in [32] with the masking
metallizations. However, in order to have a higher transmitted
electric field in the photoconductive material, they suitably
shaped one of the electrodes by introducing periodic thin
metallizations. By such shaping, a higher absorption of the
optical power is obtained.
In this work, a different “ad hoc” biasing scheme is intro-
duced to implement the photoconductive coherent source, with
the aim of using effectively the whole laser energy which im-
pinges on the array area, and to implement a connected array
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structure. The biasing networks for both dipole and slot based
array are shown in Figs. 2(b)–2(c). The bias voltage Vbias is
applied at the edges of the array. Adjacent gap metallizations
behave as capacitors connected in series, and they are charged
by the applied bias. Since the array structure is symmetric, and
the cells are identical, the bias voltage Vbias is equally divided
among all the rows of elementary cells V cellbias = Vbias/Ny
(Figs. 2(b)–2(c)). Each of the gaps experiences biasing electric
fields in the same direction. In the presence of the laser
illumination the capacitances are discharged, by the generated
free carriers which are accelerated, forming a current from
the cathode to the anode. In the ideal scenario of a uniform
illumination, the bias voltage is equally divided among the
gaps. In the real case, where a Gaussian tapering of the laser
illumination can be assumed, we implemented a moderate
−3 dB tapering at the array edges, which does not lead to a
significant inhomogeneous bias voltage variation, approximat-
ing the ideal case. Therefore, according to the gaps position on
the array, the gaps experience a slightly different voltage drop,
due to the different laser excitation on the array cells. The
voltage has the same time-varying behaviour for all the gaps
except for the amplitude, which depends on the gap position
with respect to the laser excitation profile. This effect is clearly
localized on the gaps. However, the carriers acceleration
induces a global propagation of electromagnetic field in the
surrounding of the array cells metallization. This field induces
pulsed currents on the metallization, which are responsible of
the THz radiation. This current flowing on the array structure is
continuous across the array cells, as in Figs. 2(b)–2(c), without
the presence of discontinuities, and its distribution follows
the impinging laser beam profile, which can be considered
almost uniform, when the array area is illuminated with a
laser profile which presents a -3dB power level at the array
edges. This effectively realizes a connected array. One should
keep in mind that this description is valid in the time frame
in which the photoconductive sources are active, due to the
laser illumination. As soon as the illumination is removed
(after the laser pulse) and the free carriers recombine, the array
cannot be treated as connected. This state should not influence
the pulsed radiation performance since all the available power
should be radiated when the gaps are active.
B. Radiation via a Connected Array
The connected arrays in Figs. 2(b)–2(c) are arrays of radi-
ating elements that are fed by currents impressed at multiple
periodic locations. The feeding terminals are connected in se-
ries and they can be viewed as generating a unique total current
distribution over the entire array [43]–[49], as it is shown in
Fig. 2(b)–2(c). End points induced resonances, that normally
are associated to short dipoles (Fig. 2(a)), will not occur for
connected arrays. The uniform current distribution radiates a
short pulse directly in the lens. The limiting factor for the
upper limit of the bandwidth is then the appereance of grating
lobes in the beam associated with higher frequencies, when
the periodicity of the radiating elements is equal or greater
than half-wavelength dx = dy ≥ λr/2, with λr = λ0/
√
εr,




Figure 2. Biasing networks and relevant current distributions of photoconduc-
tive interdigitated array and connected array: a) interdigitated based structure,
b) dipole based connected structure, and c) slot based connected structure. The
yellow arrows represent the impressed currents at multiple periodic locations,
the light blue arrows represent the induced current on the array elements. The
shaded light blue surfaces depict the current amplitude distribution on the
array structures.
dielectric constant of the lens material. The limiting factor
for the lower limit of the bandwidth of a connected array is
the edge truncation effects, introduced by the finite electrical
dimensions of the array. It was also shown that connected
arrays can be used to efficiently illuminate the surface of
dielectric lens antennas over a large bandwidth [47]–[49].
The proposed system is therefore suitable for radiating pulsed
electromagnetic energy with a wideband spectrum, as the one
generated in optically pumped semiconductor materials (e.g.,
LT-GaAs or LT-InGaAs).
C. Optical Excitation System
The present connected arrays can be designed such that
each of the feeding gaps will present an active impedance
comparable to the wave impedance of the dielectric of the
lens ζd ≈ 110Ω. Accordingly, in order to obtain matching
between the active impedances and the source impedances,
the latter would also have to be on the order of 100Ω. As
explained in [51], the average impedance of the source can
be fine tuned to such low values by focusing the laser beams
onto very small gaps. The ideal matching could be reached by
properly sizing and optically exciting the array cells gaps. For
this purpose, an array of micro-lenses has to be employed, as
in [35], [36], [52]. The micro-lenses array splits and focuses
the laser beam, illuminating the whole array area, into the
array feeding gaps, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Moreover, in order
to have a uniform current distribution on the array (Fig. 2(b)–
2(c)), the laser beam spatial distribution has to be uniform.
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III. DESIGN OF PCCA BASED SOURCE FOR SUB-MM
RADIATION
In this section, we present the design and the manufacturing
of two connected array photoconductive sources structures,
that radiate in the submillimiter bandwidth (< 1THz).
(a)
(b)
Figure 3. Structures of the PCCA designs. The blue slab represents pho-
toconductive material chip; the green thick slab depicts the silicon lens; the
array metallizations are depicted in grey; whereas the micro-lenses array is
represented by the light gray slab. a) Dipole based structure, b) slot based
structure. The arrays are composed by Nx = Ny = 5 square cells, cells
size dx = dy = 100µm, array length Lx = Ly = 0.5mm, bias pad
width Wpad = 2.25mm, and overall chip dimension Lchip = 6mm.
Dipole width Wdipole = 20µm, slot width Wslot = 30µm, and gap size
Wx = Wy = 7.5µm.
A. Array Design
The design of the arrays was carried out taking into account
the spectral energy distribution of the current pulse generated
in the photoconductor, resorting to the linear equivalent model
for pulsed photoconductive source, developed in [51], [53] for
small bias voltages and laser excitation, where no saturation
and screening effects are considered. As it was shown in
[51], [53], for photoconductive sources most of the energy is
contained at lower frequencies of the spectrum (< 1THz).
The features of the laser available for this design are the
following: maximum laser average power P̄maxlaser = 0.5W,
carrier frequency flaser = 375THz (central wavelength
λlaser = 800 nm), pulse duration τp = 100 ps, and a repetition
rate frequency fp = 80MHz.
The laser beam has to be split and focused by an array
of micro-lenses in order to illuminate the feeding array gaps.
Referring to Fig. 3, the spatial periodicity of the PCCA
cells has to be equal to the periodicity of the micro-lenses
array. Such periodicity dictates the upper limit of the PCCA
operative bandwidth because of the grating lobes that arise
at higher frequencies. A reasonable small number of array
elements for which one can assume that the behaviour of
each cell of a connected array resembles the behaviour of
the infinite array structure, i.e. active impedance of 110Ω,
is 5 × 5 = 25. The available optical power P̄laser will not
be entirely focused on the gaps, due to the Gaussian power
distributions typically produced by lasers. Accordingly, aiming
at a quite uniform excitation of the array, a 3 dB loss of
optical power has to be taken into account in the design, due
to the spillover onto the array area, Fig. 4(a). Moreover, a
further 3 dB loss of the optical power associated with the
spillover on each gap has to be taken into account in order
to approximate a uniform illumination of the gaps, Fig. 4(b).
Therefore, assuming a laser beam with diameter at −3 dB
equal to the size of the array, Dideallaser = Lx = Ly , total
optical transmission of the micro-lenses, and the laser spot
focused by the micro-lenses at −3 dB matched to the gaps
width Didealspot = Wx = Wy , the optical power incident on
each cells gap can be evaluated. By considering the maximum
available laser power (P̄maxlaser = 0.5W), ideally the central gap
of size 5µm×5µm of the array would be excited by 10mW
of optical power, Fig. 4(c), that would guarantee a source
impedances of roughly 115Ω, considering a carriers lifetime
τ = 0.3 ps and a transient carriers mobility µ = 240 cm2/Vs,
[51], [53].
A micro-lenses array with a pitch of p = 100µm [54],
the smallest commercially available at the time of the design,
which presents a square rim with a 100% fill factor, and a lens
focal number f# = 9.5, has been used in this design. The
micro-lenses array is made of polymer-on-glass [54], which
ensures 96% of optical power transmission at wavelengths
around 800 nm. The overall dimensions of the array (0.5mm×
0.5mm) determine the lower limit of the operative bandwidth
of the array, 0.1THz. The f-number and the size of the micro-
lenses give a focal distance f = 0.95mm, and a theoretical
focused spot size at −3 dB Dspot = 1.02f#λ = 7.75µm
[55]. The gap sizes of the cells of the arrays have been fixed
to ideally match the −3 dB spot size of the laser sub-beams
focused by the micro-lenses, as in Fig. 4(b), Wx = Wy ≈
Dspot, i.e., Wx = Wy = 7.5µm. As a consequence of the
practical optical power distribution, the desired 110Ω source
impedance could not be achieved. Instead, one could expect
the actual average impedance to be Zg = 272Ω for the central
array source. All the geometrical details of the array and its
cells are listed in the caption of Fig. 3.
Both arrays have been lithographically defined on the same
semiconductor wafer, composed of a 2µm thick annealed LT-
GaAs layer [24], grown on a 400 nm thick AlGaAs layer
with 0.75% of Al content; itself grown on a GaAs buffer
layer of thickness 200 nm placed on a 525µm thick SI-GaAs
wafer. Microscope pictures of the metallization, obtained by
photolithography, are shown in the inset of Fig. 5(a). The
relative permittivity of the layered semiconductor is about
εGaAs = 13. For increasing the directivity of the array, a
silicon lens [56], with relative permittivity εSi = 11.9, has
been used with radius Rlens = 5mm, and extension length
Elens = 0.18Rlens, in order to get an overall extension length,
including the thickness of the chip, equal to the ideal hyper-
hemispherical extension of the lens 0.29Rlens, that ensures a
more frequency stable pattern. A quarter-wavelength matching
layer on the silicon lens at central frequency 0.4THz has
been applied, in order to reduce the reflection at the lens-air
interface. Such matching layer has been realized by a 114µm
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Figure 4. Laser power excitation of the array: a) normalized laser beam
distribution on the array area before the focusing of the micro-lenses array;
b) normalized laser beam distribution focused by the micro-lens array on
each cell gap; c) laser power excitation (white text) and relevant generator
impedances (yellow text) on the gaps of the array cells, assuming the
maximum available laser power. Because of the spatial symmetry of the laser
beam only a quarter of the array excitation is shown, in the picture the slot
based array is depicted. The same laser excitation is applied to the dipole
based design.
high-purity parylene coating [57] with relative permittivity
εc = 2.72.
B. Array Manufacturing
To create the 3D structure required for the operation of the
PCCA, we use an assembly of three different components:
the array of optical micro-lenses, the antenna array chip, and
the large THz lens, shown in Fig 1. The array of optical
micro-lenses is placed at a distance of 0.95mm from the
antenna array to match the micro-lens focal length. The large
THz lens, with a 15mm rim diameter, is made from high
resistivity 2.4× 105 Ωcm, silicon rod [58], using single point
diamond turning [56]. It is placed on the opposite side of the
antenna array chip to focus the emerging THz radiation to
the detecting element in the experiment (either a power meter
or a bolometer). The assembly of these three components is
done as follows. 1) The large THz lens is mounted into a
tool specifically designed for this purpose and built in-house.
This alignment tool is an aluminium block in which the THz
lens fits tightly (15µm). The alignment tool has cross hairs
engraved with a laser [59], marking the center of the aperture
in which the lens is placed. The antenna array chip is placed on
top of the flat surface of the THz lens. Using the cross hairs
and an optical microscope, the antenna array chip is placed
at the center of the lens using two “claws” to hold the chip
from the corners (see Fig. 5(a)). Once the chip is placed at the
center of the lens, the THz lens is glued by applying Loctite
406 glue to one of the corners of the array. A mass block is
placed on top of the chip during the glueing to minimize the
glue gap between the THz lens and the chip (see Fig. 5(b)).
An alignment accuracy better than 10µm is obtained using
this method. 2) The assembly of the THz lens and the chip is
removed from the auxiliary alignment tool and mounted and
clamped into the holder that will be used in the experiments.
The experiment holder also has a tight fit for the THz lens,
assuring that the position of the center of the THz lens (and
the antenna array) is known. The front and the back of the
experiment holder with the THz lens and antenna array chip
mounted can be seen in Figs. 5(c) and 5(e) respectively. The
DC bias lines of the PCCA are connected to the printed circuit
board (PCB) of the experiment holder with several wire bonds
(see Fig. 5(d)). The DC bias lines of the PCB are connected to
an SMA connector to provide the bias voltage to the device.
3) The sample holder is placed under a microscope, which
has on-screen markers for the center and the four corners gap
elements of the array. The antenna array is aligned with the
markers, and its position is fixed for the rest of the alignment
(see Fig. 5(e)), with an accuracy of 10µm. The micro-lenses
array is placed on a specially machined edge of the sample
holder, assuring that the distance between the micro-lenses
array and the array gaps is equal to the focal length of the
micro-lenses array. The accuracy of the mechanical machining
ensures that this distance is within ±40µm, which is within
the range of the depth of focus of the micro-lenses [55]. The
same “claws” used previously are now used to move the micro-
lenses array and align it with the antenna array (see Figs.
5(f)). The outer edges of the lenses of the micro-lenses array
are aligned with the on-screen markers (see Fig. 5(g)). This
alignment has an accuracy of 10µm. Note that the crosses
are used for the array elements and the squares are used for
the micro-lenses array. To finalize the assembly, the micro-
lenses array is glued to the extrusion of the holder with Loctite
406 glue on one of the corners of the array. A similar mass
block to the one used in the previous glueing is placed on
top of the micro-lenses array to prevent the creation of a
glue gap (see Fig. 5(h)). This assembly method gives a total
alignment accuracy between the THz lens and the micro-lenses
array better than 30µm. During the experiment the effects of
these possible misalignments are compensated by using the
motorized translational and rotational stage discussed in the
next section.
IV. MEASUREMENTS SETUP
The characterization of the PCCA prototypes has been
carried out by measuring the radiated power and spectrum.
The measurement setup was composed of two 90° off-axis
parabolic reflectors and the features of the system are listed
in the caption of Fig. 6. For the spectrum measurements the
power meter has been replaced by an Electro-Optic (EO)
crystal system for the detection of the THz pulses. The
position of the emitter with respect to the first reflector has
been chosen in such a way to match the phase center of
the hyperhemispherical lens antenna, placed 10mm (∆pc)
behind the antenna plane, with the focal point of the parabolic
reflector, dt,1 = fR1 −∆pc = 142.4mm.
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Figure 5. Assembly procedure: a) THz lens and array chip mounted into the
auxiliary alignment tool; b) Mass block placed on top of the chip during the
glueing to prevent the creation of an air gap between the THz lens and the
array chip; c) Front view of the experiment holder with the THz lens and
array chip assembly mounted in it. This assembly in kept in place with three
clamps; d) Back view of the experiment holder with the THz lens and array
chip assembly mounted in it. The DC bias lines are connected to the chip
with wire bonds; e) Microscope on-screen markers for the center and the four
corners gap elements of the array; f) Alignment of the micro-lenses array with
the antenna array; g) Microscope on-screen markers to align the micro-lenses
array with the antenna array; h) Mass block placed on top of the micro-lenses
array during the glueing to assure that no glue goes under the micro-lenses
array.
The features of the laser used for the experiment are the ones
discussed in Section III-A. The laser excitation slaser (r; t)
was focused on the antenna array by means of an optical
path which included a telescopic lens system, composed by
a concave and a convex lens, chosen to match the area of the
antenna array, as discussed in Section III-A. The top left inset
of Fig. 6 shows the laser beam diameter at −3 dB measured
on both horizontal and vertical planes by means of the knife-
edge technique on a longitudinal range centered around the
position of the photoconductive source in the measurement
setup dt,1. The average laser beam diameter obtained by such
telescopic lens system was Dlaser = 660µm, larger than the
ideal scenario discussed in Section III-A, Dideallaser = 500µm.
The knife-edge measurements were carried out by using a
motorized translation stage system [60], programmed to per-
form rasterscan measurements on both horizontal and vertical
planes, which also provided the relative position of the laser
beam with respect to the reference system of the translational
stage.
After positioning the device in the laser beam, the alignment
of the device position was optimized by using the same mo-
Figure 6. Measurement setup used to measure the power radiated by the
photoconductive antenna prototypes, the optical system is not depicted in
the figures. The geometrical features of the setup are: reflectors diameter
DR1 = DR2 = 76.2mm: reflectors f-number f#1 = f#2 = 2; distance
emitter-first reflector dt,1 = 142.4mm; distance reflectors d1,2 = 335mm;
distance second reflector-horn antenna was d2,r = 142.4mm. The top left
inset shows the measured laser beam diameter at −3 dB, Dlaser , along the
horizontal (dashed line) and vertical (dotted line) planes around the position
of the photoconductive source.
torized stage system [60]. The motorized stage was composed
of three translation stages, allowing movements along the
three space directions (x, y, z), with a resolution of 1.25µm
movement, and two rotational stages, rotating in the azimuthal
and elevation planes, with an angular resolution of 0.01°.
This resolution for the alignment was needed for centering
accurately the devices with respect to the laser beam, and
for compensating possible misalignment of the focused laser
beams with respect to the array gaps, due to any slanting
incidence of the laser beam on the micro-lenses array.
The focusing of the micro-lenses array has been exper-
imentally estimated to provide a focused spot at −3 dB
Dspot = 10µm, as discussed in Appendix A. This laser spot
diameter is also larger than the ideal value considered during
the design analysis in Section III-A.
V. PCCA ESTIMATED PERFORMANCE
The analysis of the arrays has been carried out following
the same procedure discussed in [53]. In detail, the electro-
magnetic (EM) analysis of the connected arrays has been
performed by using the commercial software [61], assuming
the chip structure to radiate between free space and a semi-
infinite dense dielectric medium, which simulates the presence
of a dielectric silicon lens [25]. The simulated radiation
patterns of the arrays in the semi-infinite silicon medium have
been used to compute the fields radiated by the dielectric lens
via a Physical Optics (PO) approach [49], [62]. Finally, in
order to characterize the measurement setup when it is fed
by the PCCA, the EM behaviour of the reflectors system has
been simulated by means of a PO approach, and the coupling
between the beam emerging from the last reflector and the
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detector has been simulated by a Method of Moments (MoM),
both implemented in the commercial software [63].
(a)
(b)
Figure 7. Active impedance of the array cells: a) dipole based design; b) slot
based design. Because of the symmetrical excitation of the array elements,
only the active impedances of the cells in a quarter of the arrays are shown.
The red dash-dotted lines refer to the active resistances and reactances of the
unit cell in an infinite connected array configuration.
A. Array Radiation
The array geometries have been simulated weighting the
excitation at each port, taking into account the illumination
of the gaps provided by the optical system design discussed
in Section III–IV, and loading the ports with the impedances
evaluated by using the equivalent circuit in [51].
The simulated active input impedances of the array cells,
considering a laser power excitation of 500mW, for both
dipole and slot based designs are shown in Fig. 7. The active
resistances of the array cells oscillate around the value of
the active resistance of the cell in infinite connected array
configuration (red dash-dotted line in Fig. 7). This is due to
the small number of array elements considered in this design.
The dipole array presents active resistances oscillating around
100Ω (Fig. 7(a)), while the values for the slot array center
around 50Ω in the bandwidth below 0.7THz (Fig. 7(b)).
Moreover, the estimated active reactances also show oscillating
values, due to the truncation of the structure, but the relevant
absolute values are much lower than the ones of an array
constituted by small resonant elements. For frequencies above
0.7THz, the effects of grating lobes on the active impedances
arise. In particular, the active resistances of the dipole array
tend to zero, whereas the active resistances of the slot array
increase, showing a maximum around 0.9THz. This is due to
the dimensions of the unit cell, which becomes comparable to
Figure 8. Simulated gain of the array designs. The evaluation of the gain takes
into account the front-to-back losses, the dielectric losses of the silicon, and
the reflection losses at the lens interface including the effect of the matching
layer.
the effective wavelength, and this results in the out of phase
coupling between the ports of adjacent unit cells.
By using the simulated radiation patterns of the arrays inside
(Primary Field) and outside (Secondary Field) the dielectric
lens, the gain of the array designs has been computed, Fig.
8. This takes into account the front-to-back losses, dielectric
losses of the silicon according to [64], and the reflection losses
at the lens interface [62] including the effect of the matching
layer. These gains do not include the matching efficiency be-
tween the active antenna and the source impedances. The array
designs present similar performances, in terms of radiation
patterns, over the operative bandwidth (< 1THz).
B. Quasi-Optical System
The characterization of the measurement setup has been
performed in terms of efficiency of all stages on the radiated
pulsed bandwidth. The entire QO channel, used to couple the
radiated energy to the detector, can be characterized by the
QO channel efficiency [53]
ηqo (ω) = ηl (ω) ηrs (ω) ηd (ω) (1)
where the lens antenna efficiency ηl takes into account the
front-to-back losses, the dielectric losses of the silicon ac-
cording to [64], and the reflection losses at the lens interface
[62], including the matching layer. The ohmic losses in the
metallizations have not been considered since they are negli-
gible; the reflectors system efficiency ηrs takes into account
the spillover losses of the reflectors chain; and the detector effi-
ciency ηd considers the coupling losses between the reflectors
system, the conical horn antenna, and the waveguide inside
the detector. All these efficiencies are defined and discussed in
detail in [53]. For the proposed array designs such efficiencies
are shown in Fig. 9. The lens antenna array designs show
the highest radiation efficiency ηl around 0.4THz, because of
the presence of the matching layer designed at this frequency.
On the contrary, the coupling between the lens antenna arrays
and the reflector system ηrs shows a flat behavior around this
central operative frequency, with a degradation of the spillover
at lower and higher frequencies of the operative bandwidth,
because of the lower directivity provided by the lens antenna,
due to the arise of grating lobes in the array radiation patterns
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inside the dielectric lens. The reflectors system fed by the lens
array designs present very high and flat coupling efficiency ηd
with the detector, due to the high focusing of the beam into
the horn antenna of the detector. A poor coupling is shown
at the lower frequencies, because of the presence of a WR-10
waveguide in the power meter. Finally, it is worth noting that
the efficiencies of all the measurement setup stages have the
same behaviour for both the array type designs, due to the
same radiation performances provided by both lens antenna
arrays, as it has been shown in Section V-A. As a result,
the QO channel efficiencies ηqo, Fig. 9(d), shows almost the




Figure 9. Simulated efficiencies of the measurement setup: a) lens antenna
efficiency ηl; b) reflectors system efficiency ηrs; c) detector efficiency ηd;
and d) quasi-optical efficiency ηqo of the measurements setup.
C. Spectrum and Power Budget
The results of the EM analysis of the array and the measure-
ment setup has been used, jointly with the equivalent circuit
for pulsed photoconductive antennas presented in [51], [53], to
compute the radiated and measured energy spectra and average
power of the photoconductive array designs.
The energy spectra Es radiated by the proposed array de-
signs can be calculated as discussed in Appendix B. Similarly,
the energy spectra densities Emaxs of the maximum available
energy provided by the photoconductor gaps to an array with
matched loads can be calculated, Appendix B.
Moreover, having the characterization of the lens antenna
in terms of efficiency ηl at each frequency, discussed in the
previous subsection, the energy spectrum radiated by the lens
El can be calculated from the energy spectrum radiated by the
photoconductive array Es as in [53]:
El (ω) = ηl (ω)Es (ω) (2)
The estimated energy spectra Es and El radiated by the
photoconductive lens antenna arrays are shown in Fig. 10.
The results refer to a laser excitation P̄laser = 500mW, and
a bias voltage Vbias = 200V, considering a LT-GaAs with
carrier lifetime τ = 0.3 ps, and a transient carrier mobility
µ = 180 cm2/Vs, as it will be discussed in Section VI-A.
(a) (b)
Figure 10. Simulated energy spectral density of the PCCA: a) dipole array
and b) slot array, respectively. The plots show the energy spectral densities
generated by the arrays Es (solid lines); the energy spectral densities radiated
by the dielectric lens fed by the arrays El (dashed line); and the detected
energy spectral densities Em (dotted line).
Since the PCCA radiates periodically with a period Tp =
1/fp, where fp is the repetition rate of the laser excitation, the
average power associated with each spectrum can be calculated
by integrating the relevant energy spectral density, and dividing






E (ω) dω (3)
In particular, from the energy spectral densities Emaxs , Es,
and El, the average powers P̄available, P̄source, and P̄lens can
be calculated by (3), respectively. Such powers are listed in
the sixth, seventh, and eighth column of Table I, respectively,
assuming a laser excitation P̄laser = 500mW and for different
bias voltages. The powers have been evaluated by integrat-
ing the relevant energy spectral densities over a bandwidth
0.05THz−1THz. Comparing the sixth and seventh columns,
it is evident that the maximum available power P̄available is
higher than the power radiated P̄source by the array with this
laser excitation. This is due to the low impedance matching
efficiency between the photoconductive sources and the array
cells. In particular, the 26% and 21% of the available power is
radiated by the dipole and slot arrays (Table I). The different
performances in terms of radiated power between the dipole
and slot arrays occur because of the different behavior of their
active impedances, Figs. 7(a)–7(b). The values of the active
resistances of the dipole cells are higher than those of the slot
cells below 0.7THz. Above this frequency, the active resis-
tances of the slot array increase, resulting in higher spectral
energy density than the dipole array. However, this energy
content is lost in the QO channel, since the grating lobes do
not properly illuminate the dielectric lens, and consequently
the energy does not propagate in the reflectors system, Fig. 9.
Overall, the amount of average power measured for the dipole
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Table I












200V 40V 5.33V/µm 1.76mW 0.45mW 0.27mW 0.21mW 221µW
300V 60V 8V/µm 3.96mW 1.01mW 0.60mW 0.48mW 448µW
400V 80V 10.67V/µm 7.04mW 1.80mW 1.07mW 0.86mW 712µW
Slot 500mW
200V 40V 5.33V/µm 1.76mW 0.36mW 0.18mW 0.13mW 121µW
300V 60V 8V/µm 3.96mW 0.81mW 0.41mW 0.29mW 334µW
400V 80V 10.67V/µm 7.04mW 1.44mW 0.73mW 0.52mW 475µW
Bow-tie 100mW
– 60V 6V/µm 0.74mW 0.39mW 0.26mW 0.10mW 92µW
– 80V 8V/µm 1.31mW 0.69mW 0.45mW 0.18mW 158µW
– 100V 10V/µm 2.05mW 1.08mW 0.71mW 0.28mW 241µW
array results higher than the one measured for the slot array,
Table I.
VI. PCCA MEASURED PERFORMANCE
The power and spectra measurement procedures adopted for
the characterization of the PCCA prototypes are discussed in
the following subsection.
A. Power Measurements
The PCCA prototypes were measured by using different
values of laser average power and bias voltage. The devices
were biased with a voltage square wave with frequency
fbias = 7kHz, and a duty cycle of 50%. The average power
radiated by the devices through the reflectors system of the
measurement setup was acquired with the power meter [65],
which presents a sensitivity of −5 dBµW, when performing an
OFF–ON–OFF measurement procedure. The characterization
of the power meter has been discussed in [53].
The values of measured average power, for different laser
power excitations and bias voltages, are shown in Fig. 11 for
both prototypes. In order to have a fair comparison between the
measured and the estimated values by the model, the readout
of the power meter has been divided by the duty cycle factor
of the bias voltage signal. The values measured by the detector






Em (ω) dω (4)
calculated by means of the detected energy spectral density:
Em (ω) = ηqo (ω)Es (ω) (5)
where ηqo is the QO channel efficiency of the measurement
setup discussed in Section V-B. Table I highlights the es-
timated and measured power for P̄laser = 500mW laser
excitation. The values estimated by the model have been ob-
tained by using a transient carriers mobility µ = 260 cm2/Vs,
210 cm2/Vs, and 180 cm2/Vs, for laser power excitations
P̄laser = 300mW, 400mW, and 500mW, respectively.
These values of transient carriers mobility were found to fit the
experimental data in a range of 1 dB for lower bias voltages.
The decrease of the transient mobility with excitation power
results from a lower effective transient voltage experienced by
the photocarriers caused by the large photocurrent. This phe-
nomenon has been reported in the literature as field screening
[15], including gap geometries and laser excitation similar to
our experiment [66]. The values of transient carriers mobility
µ used here are within the range of values expected from the
annealed LT-GaAs growing process and inhomogeneity on the
same processed wafer (100–300 cm2/Vs) [67].
From Fig. 11, it can be seen that the measured power
increases with laser power and applied bias voltages. Above
60V per gap, the reduced rate of power increase is thought to
be linked to the reduction of the transient carriers mobility
due to the Joule heating. In fact, the SI-GaAs substrate,
despite absorbing about 3% of the pumping laser power, has
a long photocarriers life-time (about 400 ps [68]). Therefore,
it provides the biggest contribution to the total average (DC)
photocurrent. At higher applied bias voltages, this parassitic
photocurrent dissipates more power; the steady-state temper-
ature rises, and the transient carriers mobility accordingly is
degraded, as discussed in [68].
An improved modeling of the transient electric field drop,
saturation effects, and heating will lead to a better agreement
between the theoretical model and the measurements, but this
is out of the scope of the present work. These aspects can be
object of future modeling and experiments.
Finally, it is worth noting that both devices have been
damaged at a laser illumination of 600mW. Therefore, it was
not possible to reach the desired impedance matching between
the photoconductive sources and the active impedances of the
array cells with the present design.
B. Spectra Measurements
The Electro-Optic (EO) sampling technique [69] has been
adopted for measuring the spectra radiated by the PCCA proto-
types. A 2mm thick ZnTe crystal paired with balanced photo-
diodes was used. A lock-in amplifier referenced to the emitter
bias modulation frequency was used for recording the signal
with an integration time of 20 ms. The pulse measurements
were performed on a time window of 20 ps, corresponding
to a frequency resolution of 50 GHz. The measurements have
been carried out in ambient condition without a controlled
atmosphere. The amplitude spectra of the measured pulses
radiated by the PCCA prototypes under test, for different
laser power excitations and bias voltages, are shown in Figs.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 11. Measured average power and estimated average detected power P̄meas of the PCCA prototypes versus the bias voltage applied on the gaps: a)
dipole array; and b) slot array. c) Measured average power of the bow-tie antenna versus bias voltage for different laser power excitations.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 12. Normalized measured energy spectra: a)–b) Measured spectra for
different bias voltages and laser power excitations on the bandwidth up to
3.0 THz, for dipole and slot array, respectively. The spectra are normalized
to the maximum peak value of the spectrum with the highest energy density
for both dipole and slot array, respectively. c)–d) Comparison between the
normalized energy spectral densities for different bias voltages and laser
power excitations, and the normalized energy spectral densities radiated by the
reflectors system Er estimated by the model on the array operative bandwidth,
for the dipole and slot array, respectively. Each spectrum is normalized to the
relevant maximum peak value.
12(a)–12(b). The spectra are normalized to the maximum peak
value of the spectrum with the highest energy density for both
dipole and slot array, respectively. Above 3 THz the measured
spectra reach the noise level of the measurement setup, which
is below −40 dB with respect to the relevant peak value of
the spectrum. This noise is mainly due to the driving laser,
which dominates with respect to the noise of the detection
electronics. Moreover, in Figs. 12(c)-12(d) the normalized
spectra are also compared against the normalized real part
of the energy spectral density Er radiated by the reflectors
system:
Er (ω) = ηl (ω) ηrs (ω)Es (ω) (6)
(a) (b)
Figure 13. Normalized radiated pulses measured by the EO crystal for
different laser power excitations and bias voltages: a) Dipole array, b) Slot
array.
The qualitative comparison shows an excellent agreement
between the measurements and the estimation of the model for
low laser power excitations and bias voltages, in the design
bandwidth (≤1 THz), thus validating the dispersion analysis
performed using our proposed EM model of the QO channel.
For frequencies above 0.8THz, a disagreement between the
theoretical model and the measurements is shown. This is
due to both the high atmospheric absorption of the THz
radiation around 1 THz and the poor radiation efficiency of the
array at these frequencies. The spectra for higher laser power
excitations and bias voltages present differences with respect
to the model, especially for the slot array. The behavior of the
radiated spectra as a function of the laser power excitation and
bias voltage can be object of future studies.
Fig. 13 shows the relevant normalized pulses radiated by
the dipole and slot based PCCA prototypes, measured by EO
crystal. The amplitude of the pulses have been normalized
at the relevant maximum peak value. Both measured spec-
tra and pulses are shown normalized because a calibrated
frequency response of the EO crystal is not available, as
discussed in [53]. As expected from the different spectra,
the figure highlights the different dispersion introduced by
the two antenna geometries and the relevant coupling with
the QO channel, resulting in different shapes of the pulses.
Moreover, the figure also shows how the change of the optical
excitation and applied bias voltage affects the shape of the
pulses. These changes are not related to the antenna dispersion,
but to different carrier transport phenomena occurring in the
photoconductive material.
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C. Performance Comparison against a Single Bow-Tie Pho-
toconductive Antenna
A single bow-tie antenna was used as a reference for
comparing the performances of the arrays with respect to a
single antenna, with the same geometrical features discussed
in [51], [53], manufactured on the same LT-GaAs wafer of
the arrays. In details, it presents a gap of 10µm × 10µm
side length, and a tapering angle of 90°. A focusing lens
for collimating the laser beam on the gap of the antenna
was used, obtaining a focused laser beam diameter of about
Dlaser = 14.5µm, measured by the knife-edge technique.
The maximum measured average power was 241µW by
using 100mW of laser power excitation and 100V of bias
voltage. Table I lists the estimated and measured power for
100mW laser excitation. The values estimated by the model
have been obtained by using a transient carriers mobility
µ = 100 cm2/Vs, which is within the range of transient
carriers mobility values expected from the annealed LT-GaAs
growing process [67]. This value of transient mobility is lower
than the ones used for the arrays, since the laser power
density on the gap of the bow-tie antenna is higher than
the laser power density on the array gaps, according to the
discussion in Section VI-A. Indeed, for the maximum laser
and voltage excitations, the array unit cells are excited by
an optical power lower than P̄ celllaser = 9.6mW (laser power
exciting the central unit cell of the array), and a bias voltage
V cellbias = 80V; whereas, the bow-tie gap is excited by a laser
power P̄laser = 100mW, and a bias voltage Vbias = 100V.
Fig. 11(c) shows the measured power radiated by the bow-
tie antenna for different laser power excitations and different
voltages. Saturation effects due to the high laser excitation
and bias voltages are evident from the measurements, limiting
the possibility of obtaining a substantial increase of average
power from single antenna devices, before the thermal and
voltage breakdown failure. The maximum measured power of
the bow-tie is 3 and 2 times less than the maximum measured
power of the dipole and slot array, respectively (see Table I).
It is worth noting that, as shown in [51], [53], the energy of
the bow-tie antenna, measured by the detector, is spread on a
spectral bandwidth larger than the one at which the arrays are
designed, 0.1THz–2THz [51], [53], whereas the measured
energy spectra of the arrays are spread on the bandwidth
less than 1THz. The array can be designed over a larger
bandwidth, up to 2THz, by reducing the period of the cells
and integrating the micro-lenses array directly on the antenna
structure, resulting in an increase of the radiated power.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this work an architecture for pulsed photoconductive
antennas, which provides clean radiation patterns and high
radiation efficiency over a large bandwidth, is presented. The
solution realized a connected array of sources, by implement-
ing an “ad hoc” bias voltage structure, and an optical system
to excite the devices. Two prototypes have been designed
to maximize the power radiated on a selected bandwidth
smaller than the one where the photoconductor source gen-
erates energy, effectively realizing a low band-pass filter. Two
PCCA demonstrators, working on an operative bandwidth at
−5 dB from 0.1THz to 0.6THz, have been designed and
fabricated. The prototypes have been characterized by power
and spectrum measurements, which are in good agreement
with the simulated results, thus validating the effectiveness
of the proposed solution for the enhancement of the radiated
power for PCAs. The maximum THz average power generated
reaches the order of mW. The demonstrated power levels
are obtained only optimizing the antenna architectures and
the relevant modelling. Since the photoconductive source
generates pulses, whose energy is spread over a bandwidth
up to 2THz, [51], [53], an improvement of the performances,
in terms of radiated power and larger bandwidth, can be
obtained by designing array devices with smaller periodicity,
thus enlarging the operative bandwidth of the array. Therefore,
a micro-lenses array with a smaller pitch is needed. This
solution can be obtained by integrating micro-lenses directly
on the antenna array structure, allowing also a reduction of
the complexity of the current assembly for focusing the laser
beam on the photoconductive gaps. Moreover, in order to
overcome the alignment problem and for reducing the spill-
over between the laser beam and the device, a solution based
on optic fiber coupling could be adopted [70], paying attention
to the dispersion of the optic fiber, when working in pulsed
mode. Finally, should one be able to adopt more efficient
photoconductive excitation of carriers [40], the resulting power
level generated could be even higher.
APPENDIX A
FOCUSING PERFORMANCE OF THE MICRO-LENSES ARRAY
VIA POWER MEASUREMENTS OF A PHOTOCONDUCTIVE
BOW-TIE ANTENNA
Because it was not possible to measure the focusing perfor-
mance of the micro-lenses array directly, by using the knife-
edge technique, once that the PCCA array were assembled,
a different approach has been used. Two bow-tie antenna
prototypes with the same geometrical features discussed in
[51], [53] were also manufactured on the same LT-GaAs wafer.
The bow-tie antennas present a gap of 10µm × 10µm side
length, and a tapering angle of 90°. An array of micro-lenses
was mounted on one of the bow-tie antennas, and a comparison
of the radiated average power with the bow-tie antenna without
micro-lenses array was conducted in order to estimate the size
of the laser spot focused by the micro-lenses. The procedure
and the measurement setup used for this experiment were the
same discussed in Section IV.
In the case of the bow-tie without micro-lenses array, the
focused laser beam diameter was the same discussed in Section
VI-C (Dlaser = 14.5µm). In Fig. 14(a) the measured average
power of the bow-tie antenna with respect to the laser power
excitation is shown for three different applied bias voltages.
Moreover, in the figure three markers identify the amount of
measured average power, when the laser beam excitation was
10mW. By considering the spillover efficiency of the laser
beam with respect to the gap area, the amount of laser power
excitation on the gap was about 3.4mW. We used this value
as reference for estimating the dimension of the spot focused
by the micro-lenses array.
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(a) (b)
Figure 14. Measured average power versus laser power excitations for
different applied bias voltage of the bow-tie antennas for the retrieval of the
laser spot focused by the micro-lenses array: a) Bow-tie without micro-lenses
array; b) Bow-tie with micro-lenses array. The three red markers in the figures
identify the working points where the two devices radiate the same amount
of average power.
The bow-tie with micro-lenses array was illuminated by
the same laser beam used for the array measurements with
diameter Dlaser = 660µm, discussed in Section IV. Fig. 14(b)
shows the average power measured by this device versus the
laser power excitation for the same three different bias voltages
used for the bow-tie device without the micro-lenses array. It
is worth noting that the laser power used for the excitation
of this device is spread on an area much larger than the one
used for the device without micro-lenses. Therefore, in order
to obtain the same amount of average radiated power, higher
values of laser power have to be used. The bow-tie illuminated
by the micro-lenses array radiated the same power of the
device without the micro-lenses array in correspondence of
an average laser excitation of 300mW. The amount of laser
power captured by the unit cell of the micro-lenses array,
aligned to the antenna gap and centered with respect to the
laser beam axis, is about 6mW. Taking into account of the
transmission losses of the micro-lenses array (4%) and of the
spillover efficiency on the gap, in order to have the same
average power impinging on the photoconductive gap of the
bow-tie without the micro-lenses array (3.4mW), the laser
spot diameter at −3 dB focused by the micro-lenses array has
to be about 10µm, which is larger with respect to the ideal
value of the focused spot (7.5µm), as discussed in Section
III. In Fig. 14(b) the markers highlight the points where the
bow-tie antenna with the micro-lenses array radiates the same
amount of average power of the bow-tie without the micro-
lenses array.
APPENDIX B
ENERGY RADIATED BY A PHOTOCONDUCTIVE ARRAY
ANTENNA
The simulated active impedances Zactcny,nx of each array cell
ny, nx have been used for computing the active energy spectra

























Figure 15. Array unit cell, and Norton equivalent circuit representation.
where Zgny,nx and Igny,nx are the equivalent impedance and
current spectrum generator of the ny-th, nx-th photoconduc-
tive source of the array cell, evaluated according to each laser
beam excitation (Fig. 15). Assuming that the antenna array is
lossless, the real part of Eactsny,nx is associated to the energy
radiated by the ny-th, nx-th cell of the array [51]. The total
energy spectrum generated by the array can be estimated by
summing the energy spectra radiated by all the array cells as















where Ny and Nx are the number of the array elements along
y and x direction, respectively.
Defining the matching efficiency ηmny,nx of the ny-th, nx-
th array cell as the ratio between the energy spectral density
Eactsny,nx radiated by the ny-th, nx-th array cell and the energy
spectral density Emaxsny,nx of the maximum available energy
provided by the relevant photoconductor gap to a matched
load array cell, the active energy spectral density Eactsny,nx can
be expressed also as:




and the energy spectral density Emaxs of the maximum avail-
able energy provided by the photoconductor gaps to a matched
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